StarExchange

Perfect packages to start
tart a crypto business in 3 weeks. Our product has 20+ features, 

300+ payment integrations, 25+ fiat currencies, 2 cryptocurrencies.
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Starter

CIS

Europe

0 часов

10 часов

50 часов

1. General characteristics
Exchanges without registration
Automatic processing of applications
Manual processing of applications and payments on them

Integration with payment systems (over

00)
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Automatic payments to cards
Automatic payments to clients' crypto wallets

Integration with services for checking incoming cryptocurrency
Integration with real-time asset accounting services
Integration with monitoring
Agency offices
Client cabinets
The ability for users to work with balances in the cabinet

Internal system of anti-fraud and AML user checks

2. Accepted / sent cryptocurrencies (25)
BTC
USDT ERC20
USDT TRC20
eth
bnb
xrp
ltc
etc
XLM
xem
eos
ada
bhc
waves

3. Integration with traffic platforms
Bestchange
Local Bitcoins

BitZlato

4. Integration with payment systems
Intercassa
Bill
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PayMega
CunaPayments
QIWI
Perfect Money
AdvCash
Payeer

EPA / SWIFT
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300+ integration with banks and payment systems

5. Available exchange directions
Acquiring Card -> Crypto
Crypto -> Card Acquiring
Crypto -> Cash P2P
Cash P2P -> Crypto
Crypto -> P2P Card
P2P Card -> Crypto

IFT/SEPA -> Crypto

SW

Crypto -> SWIFT/SEPA
Crypto -> Crypto

6. Client's personal account
Passing individual / corporate verification
The ability to buy cryptocurrency depending on the level of verification
Replenishment of cryptocurrency balances
Replenishment of balances using a payment card
Instant exchanges
Withdrawing funds in cryptocurrencies
SWIFT/SEPA
Viewing the history of completed orders in your personal account
Viewing the history of transactions for replenishment / withdrawal
Password recovery and change
Enabling 2-factor account protection
The ability to communicate in a live chat
The ability to communicate through the ticket system
Adding your IP whitelist
Receiving email notifications about key system actions
Cabinet of managers of the system "Roles of the system"

7. Role of the KYC / AML Officer
Access to the role of KYC / AML officer
Control over KYC / AML transactions that are processed automatically
Managing KYC / AML requests manually
Access to the internal system of anti-fraud and AML user checks
Ability to work in a team with other AML managers when processing requests

8. Operator
Managing the list of applications
Filtering requests

witching to manual mode of automatic orders
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Processing requests with manual processing status

Editing the course in applications according to the allowed rules
View application details
Cancellation without refund
Cancellation of an application with a refund to the user
Access to general information about users
Displaying information on balances for a specific user
Displaying information on operations of a specific user

View user profile with all data
Notifications of new applications

Bot notifying about new applications
Bot notifying about the need to withdraw funds from the card (buy crypto)
Bot accompanying the client when applying for cash
Bot accompanying the admin when applying for cash

9. Financial monitoring
Balance

accrual management

Crediting applications for deposits to balances of SWIFT / SEPA users
Management of balances and reserves in the system

Balance management of payment services
Balance management of cryptocurrency wallets
Filtering orders by specific payment systems or groups of payment systems when
working with orders

Information on cryptocurrency and fiat balances
Information about payments made in the admin panel
Detailed information on the history of withdrawals / replenishment of the wallet assigned to the

exchange

Management of reserves and limits
Daily and monthly limits for currency accounts
Limiting the volume of transactions by merchants

orking with payment details
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Adding, editing, deleting, blocking individual payment details
Adding, editing, deleting, blocking corporate payment details
Adding, blocking, deleting payment cards

etting card limits
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Course management
Bestchange Course Management
Parser of exchange rate and reserve of currencies from the exchange
Parser of exchange rate and reserve of currencies from payment services
Parsing rates from sources: Binance, Bitfinex, Central Bank of the Russian Federation, ECB, NBU,
NBRK, NBRB

XML file with rates supports commission parameters minfee, fromfee, tofee, city, param, minamount
Auto-correction of the rate with reference to the Central Bank rates or Your own rate

etting the rate (depending on the exchange amount, on the reserve), the minimum and maximum exchange
amounts, payment system commission for each exchange direction
S

Adding, blocking, editing pairs of courses
Activation of exchange rates on Bestchange
Course parser
Adding and managing reserves

Agent Management
Lock / unlock, edit agents
Displaying a list of corporations, transactions for a specific agent
Confirmation of payments to agents

Enabling / disabling granularity by corporations for agents
Lock / unlock, edit monitoring
Displaying a list of monitoring, transactions
Confirmation of payments to monitoring
Affiliate Program (Agents)

egistration in your personal account as an Agent
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Display of data on corporate clients added by the Agent
Payment of agency charges
Detailing of operations for a corporate client (on request)
Affiliate program (Monitoring)
Payment of charges

Viewing statistics

Accounting for balances via external PNL service
Automatic download of incoming transactions with the ability to define the
update interval
Accounting with division for each type of currency
Keeping records of cash balances in accordance with the places of their storage (cash desk,
exchange account, current account)
Formation of a consolidated report on activities for a given period (BALANCE) for income and
expenses in the context of accounts

Generating a profit report for a given period
Formation of a balance sheet for transactions for a given period
Analysis of the profitability of transactions with the possibility of grouping by client

10. Role of administrator
User

access rights management

Individual rights settings for system users
Blocking users
Adding, blocking roles
Available roles admin, accountant
Change password for roles

orking with API connections (corporate clients)
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Creation, editing, blocking of tokens (corporations)
Updating keys for tokens
Adding, blocking directions for tokens

egulation of the working hours of the exchange
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11. Other integrations
hiftyPro user verification service
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Analytics service Google Analytics

12. Other system options
Multilingual user and admin interfaces
Customer blacklists
Automatic updating of currency reserves based on transactions performed
Adding new types of currencies (for example, USD, EUR, RUB, etc.)

etting the number of decimal places for each currency
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Logging of merchants, errors of automatic payments, changes in exchange rates

allet format check
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Prohibition of exchange by IP address or countries

itemap and tariff scale
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XML map of all pages and exchange directions
Number of unique designs included in the package

